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Safety Goal 

Impacted

295 killed, 

many injured

On March 18, 1937, the London School of New London, Texas was leveled by a huge explosion.  

Unfortunately, many people were in the school on the afternoon of the explosion and an 

estimated 280 students, 15 teachers, 2 visitors and a school secretary were killed.  This tragedy 

remains the worst catastrophe to occur inside a school in American history.

As a result of this horrendous accident, all natural gas in the United States is treated to have an 

odor, usually with mercaptan which smells like rotten eggs, so that leaks can be detected by 

smell.  
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Evidence:  An 

estimated 280+ 

students, 15 

teachers, 2 

visitors and a 

school secretary 

were killed.

Many 

children were 

in school

Explosion 

occurred on 

week day 

afternoon

Evidence:  School 

wasn't in session, but 

many children were 

preparing for  a Inter-

scholastic meet 

scheduled for the 

next day.

Evidence:  Explosion 

happened about 3 pm, 

Friday March 18, 1937
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quantity of 
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school
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undetected
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natural gas
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turned on 

sander

Evidence:  72 gas 

heaters in school

Evidence: Large 

void space under 

school that ran 

more than 250 ft.
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slope
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Natural gas 

is invisible 

Untreated 

natural gas is 

odorless

School was 

using 

untreated 

natural gas

Untreated 

natural gas is 

difficult to 

detect

Doesn't have a 

"smell" added to 

it like treated 

natural gas

Evidence:  Mercaptan 

is added to treated 

natural gas so that it 

can be detected by 

smell

Untreated  

gas was 

available for  

free

School was 

trying to save 

money

Had previously 

paid $300 a 

month gas bill

School had 

gas heating 

system

Residue gas 

line nearby

Natural gas 

considered a 

waste 

product

Gas company 

turned blind eye 

to practice

School 

tapped into 

residue gas 

line

Widespread 

practice in 

region

Natural gas 

wasn't sold

Evidence:  Natural 

gas would be 

extracted with the 

oil, but was seen as 

a waste product and 

flared off

School near 

oil fields

Evidence:  No one has 

decisively determined what 

caused the leak, but there 

have been many theories 

over the years.
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Photo was copied from NTSB website.


